The mechanismof hanging caused by the dust in reducing gas in the reduction shaft furnace was investigated. Through experimental studies using a rectangular model and theoretical studies using a two dimensional mathematical simulation model, it was clarified that the dust in reducing gas stuck on the packed particles to form a dust blockade zone in front of tuyeres and when the dust concentration of reducing gas was increased or the descending velocity of packed bed was decreased, the dust blockade zone expandedand the gas pressure drop increased to cause hanging.
Introduction
In the analysis of the blast furnace the gas flow has usually been regarded as the clean gas flow and represented with Ergun's equation, etc. However, many kinds of dust are produced through many processes such as the size degradations of coke and ore by mechanical forces andthe recoagulation of vapors of metal andmetal oxide evaporated in the high temperature region andthey affect on the gas fiow in the blast furnace. From this point of view, characteristics of the two phase flow of gas and powder in packed bed was investigated and its effect on the permeability of commercial blast furnace was discussed previously by the author. 1'2) On the other hand, in the pilot plant operation of the new ironmaking process namedSC process consisted of the shaft type reduction furnace and the cupola type melting furnace, 3'4) a hanging phenomenon was observed when the reducing gas containing dust was used at the reduction furnace. This can be regarded as a typical exampleto show the effects of the dust in gas on the gas flow as well as on the desce~rt of burden.
Here, theoretical as well as experimental studies were madeto clarify the connection between the dust in reducing gas and the hanging phenomenon occurred in the shaft type reduction furnace.
2.
Hanging Phenomenon in the Reduction Furnace
The outline of the SC pilot plant is shown in Fig. l. Hanging occurred when the dust concentration of gas was increased or when the descending rate of burden was decreased, as summarized in Fig. 2 Here, pg and pk are the densities of gas and powder. Fp,g' Fk,g and Fp,k are interaction forces between gas and packed particle, between powder and gas and between packed particle and powderand represented as follows:
(1 991 ). No. 9 . (7) Here. ,lg is the viscosity of gas. dk and dp are the diameters of powderand packed particle. ck and cp are The calculating procedure is shown in Fig. 9 The mesh construction used in the integration of differential equations is shown in Fig. lO . The semiimplicit finite differences method is applied for the integrations of Eqs. (12) and (13) and Eqs. (1), (2) and (4).
The explicit finite differences method is applied for the integration of Eqs. (3) and (1 1 (13)) are compared in Fig. 12 Here, the diameter and the apparent density of the packed particle were set at 5 mm and 3 800 kg/m3. The void ratio of packed bed without dust was set at 0.45. The wall friction coefficient and the Janssen's coefficient were set at 0.5 and O.8. The probability x in the formula (8) to represent the sticking rate of dust on the particle surface and the constant Ed in the formula (lO) Movements of packedbcd, gas andpowder for case A in Fig. 6 .O across the furnace, which indicates that hanging occurs and the stable descent of burden is hindered. Figure 15 coincides with the case C in Fig. 6 
Conclusion
The mechanismof hanging caused by the dust in reducing gas in the reduction shaft furnace was investigated.
Through experimental studies using a rectangular model and theoretical studies using a two dimensional mathematical simulation model, it was clarified that the dust in reducing gas stuck on the packed particles to form a dust blockade zone in front of tuyeres and when the dust concentration of reducing gas was increased or the descending velocity of packed bed was decreased, the dust blockade zone expandedand the gas pressure drop increased to cause hanging. Interaction force between gas and packed particles (N/m3) Fk,g: Interaction force between powder and gas (N/m3) (1991 ) (-) 
